a) In the time of 1918-1934 German people had a great sense of Nationalism toward “Old Germany”. The new German being the Weimar, the Weimar republic and the founders of this constitutions were seen as “The November criminals” the traitors of Germany. They were seen by the absolute majority of German people as the reason for Germans depression. The Weimar being the drastic get constitution it was not unstable having 6 or more party in power within months. Hitler was able to play on the German peoples great sense of Nationalism say he would restore German to the “Good old days” and provide Germany with the strength it needs to restore it to it original glory. Hitler blamed the Weimar for the Amisiat and them being the “November Criminals,” the betrayers of Germany. Due to Germans great sense of nationalism a great deal of support went to Hitler.
eventually causing the downfall of the Weimar Republic.